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New thoughts and new practice within 
urban planning by using KidsTracks? 





Kid’s Tracks: A method for children and youth to participate 

in planning processes 



 www.barnetråkk.no 



Designing for people 
with 



Why is participation sometimes 

difficult? 
 

• A duty, not a resource 

• Processes do not capture the 

general opinions of the public 

• Difficult to create commitment 



Why is participation sometimes 

difficult? 

 

• Lack of continuously 

responsibility 

 

• Public lack of understanding of 

a planning process 



KIDS TRACKS 
WORKS? 



SKI BODØ GISKE 







SKI 





Doing Kid’s Tracks can be a source to identify important areas, problematic or 

with potentials that should be investigated and analyzed further.  





Kid’s Tracks created a common understanding about children 
needs in the dialogue between municipality and developer 



Kid’s Tracks mappings is accessible in the municipalities 
mapping system 



To check the registrations from Kid’s Tracks is a demand for all 
developers and bureaucrats within Ski 





… This pier must be repaired, boats 

have been destroyed … 

… Only a few people come down to the 

seaside – it should have been a lot 

more … 

… Here it's pretty great in 

summertime but it starts to become 

quite old and one should fix the piers 

…. 



The importance of sharing knowledge  



Kid’s Tracks confirmed bad access to the shoreline and nature. 



Kid’s Tracks created discussion about the location of the city 
centre 



Kid’s Tracks mappings is today an important tool and knowledge 
for different sectors within the municipality 



Bodø: Getting people out – activating the landscape 



Kid’s Tracks created a better understanding of the need for 
informal meetingspace in Bodø 



Kid’s Tracks motivated the municipality to learn more about 
participation in general 



Lessons learned 
3 for now What have we learned so far? 



Lessons learned 
3 for now 

1: Kid’s Tracks strengthen arguments and confirms new and old 
knowledge of space 



Lessons learned 
3 for now 

2: Participation demands commitment over time and a good 
foundation 



Lessons learned 
3 for now 3: Doing Kid’s Tracks demands a new way of thinking, across 

sectors and disciplines 



Thank you! 


